Unknown, unseen but not forgotten.
The first visit I made to Spain was in the summer of 1949 where I spent my six weeks school holidays with
my mother’s family in a small town called Urnieta just south of San Sebastián. I had just turned six years old
and memories from that age are very scarce and patchy. The one thing I do remember so vividly is smell –
the smell of the countryside, of fermenting hay, of freshly cut grass and of the animals, all of which were so
new to me.
My mother had taken me there having travelled from London to Newhaven then by cross channel ferry to
Dieppe then on to Paris to change trains and eventually arriving at Hendaye and crossing to Irun on the
Spanish side of the frontier. From there we travelled by rickety wooden seated train to San Sebastián and
somehow on to Urnieta. By the time we reached our destination over 24 hours after we left London I must
have been near to collapse.
There were two reasons for this visit – first, for me to see my mother’s family for the first time and second,
for my mother to see her mother for the first time in ten years and the rest of her family for twelve years.
Also, to see her nieces whom she had never seen other than in photographs.
My mother, Rita Victoria Gómez Mateo had been a teacher at a school in a small town called Orio along the
Basque coast west of San Sebastián and east of Bilbao. With Franco’s army advancing rapidly west from San
Sebastián, my mother decided in December 1936 to flee to Bilbao. This was probably due to the hatred
Franco had of secular female teachers and that she would have been shot should they have captured her.
The following ‘Junta Local’ memo no.5 explains that she had left leaning sympathies, was not of the
National front family and had absented herself from the town.

Some five months later and one month after the destruction of Guernica my mother sailed on the ageing
vessel ‘Habana’ overflowing with over 4,000 ‘niños’, teachers, helpers and priests heading for
Southampton.
Of all the names that have been listed by the Basque Children’s Committee and the lists of names
subsequently published, there remains one name (and possibly more) that we collectively do not know
about. This was a person who selflessly made her way from Spain through France and on to Southampton
to help at the Eastleigh camp and later at Moorhill House. She stayed at Moorhill House from June 1937
until December 1939.
Her name was Eulalia Mateo Urteaga de Gómez – she was my grandmother.
Here we see my mother greeting her mother Eulalia on her arrival at North Stoneham where the refugee
camp had been established.

At the camp at Eastleigh Eulalia soon made herself useful with cooking, washing and generally assisting
where she could.
At Moorhill House Eulalia became an important part of the staff with my mother alongside Miss Vessy and
Miss Lewis who were in charge of the house.

Her signature on reverse side - bottom right alongside the signatures of the majority of the children.

At Moorhill House arrangements were made for visits and excursions to take place but as the circular below
states that because of a case of scarlet fever on this particular occasion it had to be cancelled. However, it
does show all the interested parties who were willing to help the children and adults. My mother and
grandmother are numbers 24 and 25 respectively.

Here Eulalia is seen at a party at Swaythling Senior School given by the St. Nicholas Ward Labour
Association with Eulalia top left, second from the left. This was one of two parties given for 700 children.

Franco’s declaration of Victory April 1, 1939

BCC letter written to Eulalia dated 6th December, 1939 regarding her repatriation and the children she was
to accompany.

Accompanying the repatriation of niños and helpers in late December 1939.

My visit to Urnieta in the summer of 1949 was the first and last time I ever saw my grandmother. She died
in 1952.
I would like to pay my respects to a woman who suffered like so many in the Spanish Civil War for her
courage to travel through the Nationalist held part of the Basque country and to arrive in a foreign land to
help others. Nowhere will you find her name other than here.
Saludos Eulalia.

Gerald Hoare
24th March 2020

